Board and Batten
The boards are 4’ x 8’ sheets of textured LP SmartSide.
The battens are 1x2 sticks of trim installed overtop of
the boards to hide seams and nail lines.

Note: Exterior corners, belly board, and soffit trim must all
be installed on a wall section before board and batten.

Preparation
Make sure all studs are clearly and accurately marked.
Check that all trim has flashing appropriately installed above
bellyboard, sills, windows, and doors
before installing board and batten.
First determine the height of the
wall where board will be installed.
• If it is shorter than 8’, cut each
board to fit.
• If it is taller than 8’, install fullheight boards and trim and/or
flash according to house plans.

Getting Started | Short walls
For walls shorter than 8’:
• Measure from top of belly
board flashing to bottom of
soffit trim and subtract ¼”.
• Cut each board individually to
fit; do not assume one
measurement will work for an
entire section.

Vertical edges of boards
should always end on
the center of a stud.

Getting Started | Tall walls
For walls taller than 8’:
• On first floor:
– Check with a supervisor and use laserlevel siding lines to mark desired height
of top of board.
– Remember: Board should sit ¼” higher
than bottom of corner trim.

• Above belly board on second floor:
– Measure from belly board flashing up to
8’ ¼” on each side of the wall. (This
creates a ¼” gap above flashing)

Once you have marks on each corner, snap a line across
and hold tops of all boards to this line.
• This top line will be hidden by trim or flashing, so make sure
the bottom corners (which will be visible) line up perfectly.)

Getting Started | Tall walls
For walls taller than 8’:
• All boards installed on the first level will get either flashing or
combined trim/flashing before installing second level of board.

With trim:
Install 1x3 trim on top of board, with
top of trim flush with top of board.
Install flashing above both. Battens
will butt into this horizontal trim.

Without trim:
Install flashing directly above board.
Battens will cover board and flashing.

No matter the flashing/trim detail, always hold board ¼” above flashing!

Getting Started | Placement
For first piece:
• Measure from the edge of corner trim to the
center of the stud closest to 4' away.
• Rip piece to this measurement.

• Push board up to vertical corner trim, leaving
consistent ⅛” gap.
• Double-check that this board is also plumb and adjust as necessary.
• If more than ¼” out of plumb, cut board to fit so vertical seams are plumb.

Or:

• Install a full 4’ wide board in the
middle of a wall first.

• This allows two teams to work in
either direction from this first point.
• Best practice for longer walls.

Be sure both edges are centered on studs and that the board is plumb!

Installation | Spacing and Nailing
Maintain a ¼” gap between
board and any flashing.

Nailing:
Install boards with 10d
ringshank galvanized
nails (same as siding)
every 8” on each stud.
•

Measure from edges of
board to 2’ center and
snap (blue) vertical lines
for nailing in the middle
of a board.

Maintain a ⅛” gap between
board and any trim.

Notch around windows just like with lap siding.
• Note: Boards will often have to join above
windows and doors; it can’t be avoided.
• Battens will cover the seams and be caulked,
so any gaps which open over time will be
hidden and sealed.

Battens
Battens are cut from 1x2 trim (actually ¾” x 1 ½”)
Battens should be cut to the same length as
the boards they will cover.
• Match the ¼” gap between batten and
flashing on belly board and window trim.
Install battens centered on all joints to completely
cover gap and both rows of nail heads.
• Center the top of the batten on the seam,
install one nail, then plumb the entire batten.
• Install with 16d galvanized nails every 2’.
Best Practice: Battens are flexible! Plumb piece and immediately trace a
pencil line down edge of trim. Hold batten to this pencil line for every nail.

Battens
Once battens are installed on seams,
measure 2’ from each edge for
center battens.
• Install and plumb in same fashion.
Best Practice: Measure from both
battens, to the left and to the right,
and center batten on these marks.

Installing battens on first and second story:
• Make sure battens line up perfectly
plumb between stories, even when
divided by belly board or other trim!

Exceptions | Batten spacing
Sometimes plans will call out 16” instead of 2’ spacing for battens.
• However, studs will be still spaced every 2’.
• Edges of boards will always be installed centered on studs, and the
middle of boards will always be nailed along these studs.
This means that:
1) Only the nails along the edges of
boards will be hidden by battens.
2) The line of nails in
the center of the
board will be exposed
and painted—so make
sure they're extra
pretty!

